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Competition compliance reminder

WindEurope and its members are committed to full and fair
competition, and neither WindEurope nor its activities, working
groups or task forces shall be used in any way inconsistent with
relevant competition laws. In order to promote the compliance
with these laws, WindEurope has adopted this Competition
Compliance Policy in which the basic rules for competition
compliance are set out.



TIMING AGENDA ITEM SCOPE

10:00 – 10:05
Introduction and welcome

By Adrian Timbus, Executive Committee Chair
For information

10:05 – 10:30

Updates from the ETIPWind secretariat

• 2021 work programme and communication (15’)

• ETIPWind Flagship report 2021 (10’)

For information

10:30 – 10:50

R&I messaging on wind energy

• Outreach & timeline (10’)

• Funding programmes (10’)

By ETIPWind secretariat

For discussion

10:50 – 11:00 
Updates from Advisory Group meeting 

By Mike Anderson, Advisory Group Chair
For information 

11:00 – 11:20
Onshore wind turbine noise propagation

By Andree Altmikus, Head of customer support, Enercon
For discussion

11:20 – 11:50
Strategic research for wind energy: Lighthouse projects

By John Olav Tande, Sintef
For discussion

11:50 – 11:55 AOB For discussion

11:55 – 12:00
Closing remarks

By Adrian Timbus, Executive Committee Chair
For information





Recap last actions: EXCO meeting 8 September

• Action for the Secretariat

✓ Flagship report 2021 (DONE)

• Manage organisation of the Flagship report

✓ ETIPWind Communication Task Force (DONE) 
Scope: 

• Increase ETIPWind visibility at EU and National level

• Increase the impact of public publications.

• ETIPWind as primary brand for R&I activities. 

• Action for the members

✓ Communication

• Share relevant materials on wind energy R&I

✓ National/EU policies

• Reach out national ministries -> Horizon Europe budget



2021 Work Programme
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How to understand what is going on in EU R&I 
policies?

✓ ETIPWind Secretariat overview documents on key policy 
initiatives:

• Horizon Europe 

• Offshore Renewable Energy Strategy

• National Energy and Climate Plans

✓ Monthly email with updates on EU R&I policies.





ETIPWind Communication on LINKEDIN
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ETIPWind Communication on TWITTER
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ETIPWIND Communication: NEWS PIECES
23 September -> European Green Deal Call is launched

24 September -> 4 ways to improve on R&I in the 2030 

National Energy &Climate Plans 

1 October -> European Research and Innovation Days 2020: 

what next for European R&I in wind? 

23 October -> How can wind energy support

Europe’s economic recovery? 

19 November -> How to boost research and innovation to 

support the offshore wind integration? 

27 November -> How will Research and Innovation 

help decommission onshore wind farms? 



ETIPWind is becoming a global player! 

“Thank you for providing latest green energy news and information around the world, we will keep 
following your website and introducing your latest activities with people in Taiwan, hope more and 

more people will participate in energy transition and renewable energy development.”

Cheng-Yen Hsin, Green Energy Research Laboratories, Industrial Technology Research Institute, 
Taiwan. 





How wind energy can deliver climate neutrality

Cost reductions and beyond LCOE, 
supply chain & logistics, and 
sustainability

Demonstrate value of 
wind energy

Grid infrastructure, sector coupling and 
energy system transformation 

Create a system fit for 
renewables

Technologies and policies to support 
renewables-based electrification of 
industry, transport and buildings

Accelerate electrification 
of energy demand

Recommendations on how to align EU 
and national policy with 2030 and 2050 
ambitions

Policy innovation 



Report Structure
1.Wind Technology as the main energy 

source 

2.Electrification is the key to 
decarbonisation- Putting the customer 
at the centre of the energy transition

• Industry

• Transport

• Buildings 

3.The power grid as the backbone of the 
energy system

4.Flexibility is the key for the system to 
provide reliable and low-cost renewable 
power 

5.Advancing technology through policy 
innovation 

Taskforce members

Focus on the ‘how’ of the energy transition



Timeline

Phase 1 – data collection (Nov – Feb) 

Phase 2 – Drafting (Feb – Mar) 

Phase 3 – Finalisation (Apr) 



Value of wind energy – High level messages

1) Wind energy will remain (one of) the most cost-competitive 
sources of electricity in Europe
• LCOE model and CAPEX – OPEX breakdown. Drivers?

2) Wind energy has also values beyond cost-effectiveness (Beyond 
LCOE) 
• Wind energy only or comparative analysis? Sustainability of materials?

3) Wind energy technology will evolve to provide future maximum 
value
• Industry trends (turbine and wind farm). System values.

4) Wind energy will need more R&I support to deliver on this
• Impact of R&D on competitiveness? Scientific research funding?







Action points

• Support national representatives on 1st Horizon Europe draft work 
programme (email 11/09 – EXCO meeting)

• Reach out to your national ministries before 29/09 to support a 
stronger Horizon Europe budget in the EU budget talks (email 
11/09 – EXCO meeting)

• Provide national governments with feedback on the 2nd Horizon 
Europe draft work programme (email 06/11)



2021 policy & funding priorities

• Horizon Europe work 
programme for Climate, 
Energy & Mobility (April)

• ETS Innovation Fund 
second call (September)

Entering the final phase  

of the process…



ETS Innovation Fund first call results
€21.7 billion requested by 311 projects 



ETS Innovation Fund Timeline 2021-2022

Evaluation 
stage 1

(Dec-Feb)

70 projects 
notified for 

Stage 2
(Q1)

Submission 
Deadline 
stage 2

(Q2)

Opening 
second call 

(Sept.)

Evaluation 
stage 2

(Q4)

Grant 
award first 

call 
(Q4)

Evaluation 
stage 1 

(Q1 2022)





ETIP Wind EXCO meeting 3 December 2020

Offshore Wind Research 

Lighthouse Initiative

John Olav Giæver Tande, Chief Scientist, SINTEF



What is a lighthouse initiative? 

Initiative in development to develop one 
or more large European research 
projects (tens of MEUR) that will 
address the grand scientific and 
technical challenges that are crucial 
for the further advancement of offshore 
wind energy, providing new 
knowledge and basis for innovation. 



▪ Offshore wind has the potential to deliver 18 times the global 

electricity demand of 2017

▪ EC scenario for 2050 to reach climate goals:

450 GW of offshore wind to supply 30 % of the electricity 

demand

▪ Equinor and Ørsted suggest that offshore global capacity can 

reach 1400 GW by 2050 

▪ 80 % of the global offshore wind resource is over deep water

▪ A big opportunity for industrial development, new jobs and 

value creation

▪ A grand science and engineering challenge

MOTIVATION



Vision

Offshore wind to be a cornerstone 
of the energy system 



Offshore Wind 

Lighthouse #1

Enable reliable 

power system 

operation with 

large-scale 

offshore wind



Offshore Wind 

Lighthouse #2

Make floating 

wind cost 

competitive



▪ Improved understanding of 

atmospheric and wind power plant 

flow physics

▪ Aero-, structural-, electrical- and 

offshore wind hydrodynamics of 

enlarged wind power plants

▪ Systems science for integration of 

wind power plants into the future 

electricity grid

Grand Scientific Challenges

https://science.sciencemag.org

https://science.sciencemag.org/


Hypothesis

To succeed in bringing wind energy towards its full potential 

an interdisciplinary research approach must be taken, 

considering the wind power plant, together with the 

surrounding nature (wind, water, ..) and electric grid, as part 

of the same system, and understand the complex 

interactions of these parts in all detail. 



Implementation (draft/work in progress)

• RIA call in upcoming Horizon Europe programme

• 100 % funding by EC for RIA, but enhanced through 

coordination with national projects

• One or two projects that address minimum 2 out of 

the 3 grand research challenges:

• Improved understanding of flow physics

• Dynamic interactions of enlarged wind plants

• Systems science for integration of wind power

• An interdisciplinary approach should be taken

• The research should be closely linking with industry 

and provide new knowledge and basis for innovation 



Knowledge

+

Industry 



(pdf: click here to play)

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mz00ynadv1vassf/Media1.mp4?dl=0


36

Summing up
▪ The two lighthouse initiatives represent 

great opportunities for new industry, 
employment, innovation and an efficient 
carbon-free power system.

▪ Well established need for more Research, 
Innovation and Deployment

▪ Bringing the lighthouse initiatives forward as 
large visionary research projects to solve 
grand scientific and technical challenges will 
provide a solid foundation for the 
successful advancement of offshore wind  to 
be a cornerstone of the energy system. 




